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MPlan Update Now Live: 
Enhanced User Interface for Facility Maintenance Planning

We’re excited to let you know that the latest MPlan update is now live! This version brings an improved user interface (UI) 
designed to make your facility lifecycle planning smoother and more efficient.

Enhanced UI, Simplified Experience
Our goal with the new MPlan update is to streamline your workflow. The update brings improved data grids that can be 
resized and reordered to fit your needs. This means you’ll be able to organise and view your data exactly how you want, 
making the whole process more user-friendly and efficient.

We’ve worked on the navigation to make sure you can find what you need with minimal clicks, helping you access data and 
management controls easily.

Consistent OmTrak Suite Integration
If you’re already using other OmTrak modules, you’ll find the new MPlan interface familiar and easy to navigate. The 
updated design maintains consistency across the OmTrak suite, including the Manuals and Site Works modules, ensuring 
everything works seamlessly together.

Key Features of MPlan
• Asset Lifecycle Management: MPlan covers the full lifecycle of facility management, from inception to operations.
• Lifecycle Planning: Use comprehensive tools to create maintenance plans that fit your budget and service needs, 

optimising your resources.
• Condition Audits: Perform quick, accurate appraisals across different assets, ensuring no detail is missed.
• Knowledge Management: MPlan includes a knowledge base to train your team to manage and update lifecycle 

plans effectively.
• Cloud-Based Platform: Access MPlan from anywhere without heavy software installations or constant IT support.

What’s New with the MPlan Update
• Unified User Interface: A consistent look across all modules reduces the learning curve.
• Dashboard: A new graphical dashboard has been introduced to give you a snap shot of your forward  

lifecycle cashflows.
• Streamlined Operations: Improved integration with the OmTrak suite ensures a cohesive management workflow.
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Boost Your Facility Maintenance
The new MPlan update is all about efficiency. Dive into the new features and see how they can improve your current 
practices. Review your training schedules, organise your data, and refine your asset strategies to make the most of what 
MPlan offers.

We aim to go beyond the evolving needs of asset managers by providing smarter, more connected, and efficient tools for 
facility maintenance management.

ONE CLOUD-BASED SOLUTION FOR 
CONTRACTORS, ASSET OWNERS, AND 
FACILITY MANAGERS.
OmTrak is an easy to use online platform that manages the lifecycle of an asset, from design and construct to ongoing facility 
management. The award-winning software enables project teams to create, share and control data easily and accurately.

ALL OMTRAK MODULES
Mail, RFIs & Tasks

SITE WORKS MODULE
Defect Management

MODELS MODULE
BIM Management

TENDER MODULE
Tender Management

DOCUMENTS MODULE
Document Management

MANUALS MODULE
Operations & Maintenance

SITE WORKS [FM] MODULE
Facility Maintenance

MPLAN MODULE
Facility Lifecycle Management
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“The end results for our clients are real 
time, cost saving and reduced risk. 
With OmTrak, there are no surprises 
and no information gaps and gives 
everyone involved a complete journey 
of confidence.”
STUART SMITH 
Managing Director - WebFM


